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INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTATIONAL MECHANICS IN PROPULSION
OCOMP)
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
1998
SUMMARY
The Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP) was formed m develop techrnques to improve problem-solving
capabilities in all aspects of computational mechanics related to propulsion. ICOMP is operated by the Ohio Aerospace Institute (OAI)
and funded via numerous cooperative agreements by the NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. This report describes the
activities at ICOMP during 1998, the Institutes thirteenth year of operation.
INTRODUCTION
The Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP) was established at the NASA Lewis Research Center in September
1985. The overall purpose was to improve problem-solving capabihties in all aspects of computational mechanics relating to propulsion.
ICOMP provides a means for researchers with experience and expertise to spend time in residence at Lewis performing research to
improve computational capability in the many broad and interacting disciplines of interest in aerospace propulsion.
The scope of the ICOMP program is to advance the understanding of aerospace propulsion physical phenomena and to improve computer
simulation of aerospace propulsion systems and components. The specific areas of interest in computational research include: fluid
mechanics for internal flows; CFD methods; turbulence modelling; and computational aeroacoustics.
This report summarizes the activities at ICOMP during 1998.
The following sections of _ report provide lists of the resident and visiting researchers, their affiliations and educational backgrounds.
Individual sections are provided which briefly describe reports of RESEARCH IN PROGRESS, the REPORTS AND ABSTRACTS
published over the Past year.
ICOMPRESEARCH STAFF
THE ICOMP STAFF OF VISITING RESEARCHERS
The ICOMP mseam..h staff for 1998 is shown in Table L A total of eighteen reseazchers were in residence at ICOMP fo_ periods varying
from a few days to a year. The resident staff numbered fifteen while the visiting staff numbered three.
As usual, the resident reseaxchers were very productive Table II provides a nume6cal summaxy of ICOMP duamg its thirteen years of
operation in tenm of reseaxch staff size and technical output as measured by the numbers of seminars, reports and workshops.
Table I. - The ICOMP Research Staff-1998
A. Resident Staff.
.]oongkee Chunk. Ph.D., Mechanical Eng/nee.fing, University of California, Berkeley, 1991. May, _992-Present.
Duane R. Hixon, Ph.D., Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Insdtute of Technology, 1993. Octobex, 1993-Present.
]ames M. Loellb_¢h, Ph.D. expected 1995, Aexonaut/cal and Ast_ronautical Engineering, University of 111mois. May, 1992-Present.
Andrew T. Norris, Ph.D., Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Comell University, 1993. June, 1993--Present.
Kfish Radhdmshnan. Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1979. January, 1998-Present.
Aamiz Shabbiz, Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering, State University of New YorlgBuffalo, 1987. June, 1991-Present.
Scott Sherer. M.S., Aexonautical and Astronautical Engineering, 1994. September, 1997-September, 1998.
$hvue-Homg Shih, Ph.D., Aerospace Enginee_g, University of Cincinnati, 1993. June, 1993-Octobex, 1998.
Tsan-Hsin_ Shih, Ph.D., Aerospace Engineering, Come11 Unive_-'dty, 1984. March, 1990-Present.
Erlenduz Steinthomson. Ph.D., Mechanical Enginee._g, Cameg/e Mellon University, 1992. January, 1992-Octobex, 1998.
Gerald Tnmmaer, B.S., Michigan State University, 1982. September, 1995-Present.
Fu-Lin Tsun_, Ph.D., Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology. March, 1993-Present.
Michael Wh/te, Ph.D., Mechan/calEngineemag, University of California, Dav'is. October, 1997-Present.
Shaye Yun_ter, Ph.D., Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Washington, 1989. November, 1989-Present.
Ge-Chen_ Zha. Ph.D., Mechanical Enginee_g, University of Montreal, 1994. July, 1997-October, 1998.
B. Visiting Staff/Consultants.
Thomas Hagstrom. Ph.D., Applied Mathematics, California Institute of Technology, 1985. Associate Professor, Department of
Mathematics and Statistics, University of New Mexico.
Ph.D., Appl/ed Mathematics, New York University, 1970. Professor, Department of Mathematics, Tel Aviv University, Tel
Av/v, Israel.
Mei Zhuang, Ph.D., Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan State University.
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
JOONGKEE CHUNG
ResearchAreas: Co& Devel@ment for Unsteady Inlet FloJvs U_ing Parallel Processin$ Iud Airfoils
An experiment was conducted in the Icing Research Tunnel at NASA Lewis to de_e the ice shapes which might accrete on the
wings of a turboprop aircraft that had been in an icing accident. This experiment was perfomaed as part of NASA Lewis's support
of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) akcrah accident investigation. Using a ve_ieally mounted 6 foot wing cut from
the actual akcraft, various ice shapes, depending on the icing conditions, were acreted on the wing. Subsequently, these shapes were
to be used in an extensive n_ analysis. The experimental model had inflatable boots which could be activated during the
expeament to shed the ice shapes.
As a first step to investigate performance degradation due to icing through numexical investigation, a mathematical model using
smfface smoothing of the grid was applied. This approach was implemented in an interactive code, TURBO-GRD to generate surface
shapes using different levels of smoothing. The code constructs a smooth curve whose shape is controlled by a piece-wise linear curve
formed from selected discretized points. This study showed that a 50% level of CPS or higher is required to adequately represent
the ice shapes as measured by having marginal influence, i.e., less than 5% variation on the resulting lift and drag values. The details
of the investigation were reported in AIAA Paper 98-3242 entitled "Effect of Airfoil Ice Shape Smoothing on the Aerodynamic
Perfom',ances" the paper was presented at the AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint PropuLsion Conference held in Cleveland in July,
1998.
A numerical study was also performed to determine the aerodynamic effects of ice contamination on the wing of a commercial
turbo-prop-powered aimm_ Based upon the results of the study mentioned above, a p_ominent ridged-ice fon'nadon on the subject
aircraft wing was selected foz detailed flow analysis using 2-D, as well as, 3-D Navier-Stokes computations. This configuration was
sdected because it has the largest lift decrease and drag increase among all the ice shapes investigated in the study. A grid sensitivity
test was perfomaed to demanine the influence of grid spacing on the lift, drag, and associated angle-of-attack fox the maximum lift.
This study showed that grid resolution is important and a sensitivity analysis is an essential dement of the process in order to assure
that the final solution is grid independent. The 2-D xesults suggested that a severe instability and an associated control difficulty could
have occurred at a slightly higher angle-of-attack than the one recorded by the Flight Data Recorder. This instability and control
problem was thought to have resulted from decreased differential lift on the wings with respect to the normal loading fox the
configuration. The analysis also indicated that _ instability and control problem could have oc_d whether or not natural ice
shedding took place. Ntam.dcal results using an assumed 3-D ice shape showed an increase of about 4 degrees in the angle at which
this phenomena occraxed when this occmxed using a 2-D solver, trailing edge separation was also observed but started only when
angle of attack was very close to the angle at which the maximum lift occurred. Detailed results of the _tal and numerical
study of this accident investigation were presented at the 37th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting in January 19.99. The tides gad
the anthom of the papers axe:
(1) A. Reeho_st, J. Chung, IVLPotapczuk, Y. Choo, W. Wright, and T. Langhals, "An Experimental and Numerical Study of Icing
Effects on the Performance and Controllability of a Twin Engine Aircraft", AIAA Paper 99-0374, Reno, NV, Jan., 1999.
4.
(2) J. Chung, Y. Choo, A. Reehorst, M. Potapezuk, and J. Slater, "Naviex-Stokes Analysis of the Flowfield Chaxactefisfics of an
Ice Contaminated Aircraft Wing", AIAA Paper 99-0375, Reno, NV, Jan., 1999
As pxeparafion for an experimental investigation using a Natural-Laminm-Airfoil in the Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel at NASA
Langley, a series of numerical analysis were performed to help reduce the test mat_, to aid the maximum stress analysis, etc. The
surface shapes of the sta/nless steel piece for the pressure measurement were generated using the mathematical model described
above. It is estimated that half of the problem could have occurred whether ox not natural ice shedding took place.
THOMAS HAGSTROM
Reuard_ Arias: A_orithms for Boundary Layer Value Probkms, Domain Decomposition
Research work during FY98 involved two efforts:
Radiation Bgundary C0nd_igns for Com_t_utational Aeroacoustics
Recent years have seen a number of exalting developments in the practical implementation of high-order and exact radiation boundary
conditions for the wave equation and MaxweU's equations. In joint work with S. I. H_ of ICOMP we have developed an extremely
RESEARCHINPROGRESS
simple way to apply exact bounda_ conditions _r the wave equation on a spherical boundary which uses only local operators. With other
authors (13. Alpext and L Greengerd), we have shown how to minimize the wozk in the application of nonlocal formulations, for both
periodic/duct and exterior geometries, through the use of uniform rational approximants. Our ICOMP work has focused on the
application of these and conditions developed _ to the Euler equations lineazized about a uniform flow. Particular accomplishments
in 1997-98 include:
W'ah J. Gooddch of the acomtics branch, a spatially periodic problem with an exact solution in intv.gnal form was developed and used
to test the convergence of sequences of boundary conditions based on Pad_ approximants of increasing degree, and to compare the
•esults with lower o_ier tream-_,ts such as those proposed by G_es. As expected, for fixed times the Padd approximants exhibited
'spectral' convergence, though the degz_ l_a_red for good accuracy increased lineady with increasing time. This behavior is
consistent with the error estimates we have developed. It is wo_da noting that the problem chosen is quite challenging - results
obtained with the Giles conditions were 40-80% in error after ten nondimensional time units. The test problem will also be used
to examine the behavior of other boundary conditions such as stablized PMLs and uniform rational approximants. We have also
extended ou_ exact solution to a duct geometry.
iL We have cramded the boundary conditions based on uniform rational approximants to the linearized Euler equations in periodic or
duct geometry. These should prove more efficient than the Pad_ conditions foz long time computations, which may be z_levant for
cascade p_oblems with time periodic forcing.
ill With S.I. _ of ICOMP, we have extended out boundary conditions based on progressive wave eXlyansions to the convective
wave equation, preserving their property of 'exactness' on spherical boundaries for solutions described by finitely many spherical
hamaonics. It should be a simple step to go from the convective wave equation to the linearized Euler systen_ We have also made
progxess in generalizing the conditions based on uniform rational approximants (for exterior problems) to this case.
iv. We have earned out preliminary work on the fomaulation and application of exact and approximate boundary conditions for the Euler
equations 1incased about paralld flows.
H/_-Orcler Single Step Methods for H_vperbolic Systems
j. Goodi:ich and R. Dyson of the acoustics branch have been developing and expe.timmting with high-o_er single step methods for solving
hypexbolic sysmms. Pasticul_y promising among these are methods based on Hemaite inteq_ohtion- Experiments indicate they may be
useful for simulations in complex geometries using Cartesian meshes, which is parficulady efficient for grid generation and parallel
computation. We have carried out preliminmy work on the stability theory of the Hermite schemes, wh/ch we hope will provide further
insight into the stability of various boundary treatmmts, and have also developed variable coefficient test problems to test various
generalizations of the methods to the variable coefficient case.
DUANE R. HIXON
/_searb Amz" Aeroz0usb#
Work continued on the developmmt and application of high-ac_ numerical schemes for the computational prediction of supemonic
jet noise. The sixth-order compact code has been mwrittm in Foztnn 90 to take advantage of the improved memory and data structu.res,
and hasbeen exumsivelyvalidated.The scheme and filters have been extensivelytestedon 1-D nonlincaxbenchmark problems and have
shown very good results Ilal. Tests were aLso conducted to assess the code's capability fo_ complex geometries in preparation for a jet nozzle
calculation pl. A set of new botmdary conditions were compared to see ff any improve.meritscould be made _l.
A collaborative effort has been underway with United Technologies Research Center to compare results from the Large Eddy Simulation
codes, and initial results have been published _°1. These w._xdts compare the existing 2-4 MacCozmack solver to UTRCs high-ordcz upwind
scheme; the new solver will be applied to this problem in 1999.
Work will continue in two directions: application and improvement of the cutvilineas code. The first 3-D LES nozzle + jet application
will be nan in 1999, and improvements in the accuracy, speed, and robusmess of the compact scheme will be investigated. The code will
also be parallelized.
References
1) Hixon, R. (1998) Nonlinear Comparison of High-Order and Optimized Finite-Difference Schemes, AIAA Paper 98-3240, 34th
AIAA/ASME/SAE Joint Propulsion Conference, Clevehnd, OH.
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2) I"li.xon,R. (1999)PrefactoredCompact Filtersfor ComputationalAeroacoustics,AIAA Paper 99-0358,37th ALA_A Aerospace
SciencesMeeting,Reno, NV.
3) Hixon, tL, Shih, S. H., Mankbadi, tL R., and Scott, J. tL (1998) Time-Domain Solution of the Airfoil Gust Problem Using a H_gh-
Order Compact Scheme, AIAA Paper 98-3241, 34th AIAA/ASME/SAE Joint Propulsion Conference, Cleveland, OH.
4) I-tixon, R,, Shih, S. H., and Mankbadi, R. tL 0998) Evaluation of Boundaxy Conditions for the Gust-Cascade Problem, AIAA Paper
98-2489, 2nd ALA.A Theoretical Huid Mechanics Meeting, Albuquerque, NM. Accepted for publication in Journal of Propulsion and
Power.
5) Sh_ S. H., Hixon, tL, PovinelE, L A., and Mankbadi, R. R. (1998) Large-Scale Simulation of Supersonic Jet Noise, AIAA Paper 98-
3014, 29th AIAA Fluid Dynamics Conference, Albuquerque, NM.
6) Choi, D., Barber, T.J., Chlappetta, L M_, and Niskimura, M., (1999) Large Eddy Simulation of High-Reynolds Number Jet Flows,
AIAA Paper 99-0230, 37th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV.
JAMES LOELLBACH
Rtuarrh An_" 3D Structured Grid Gouration Cod*sfor Tm_oraa¢hin_
During 1998, James Loellbach performed research tasks relating to numerical analysis of turbomachinery components. The work
performed in cooperation with Chtmhill Hah of NASA Lewis Research Center and Fu-Lin Tsung of ICOMP.
The work with Fu-IAn Tsung concerned the numerical simulation of flow through the exit volute of a centrifugal compressor for a
refi:igeration system. The simulation was performed using an unstructured Navier-Stokes solver originally developed at NASA Langley
Research Center (USM3D) and later modified by Tsung, Loellbach and Hah for turbomachinery flows 0"USM). The compressible flow
through the compressor volute was simulated at a number of different operating conditions to identify the cause of flow separation in the
exit diffuser. This project is still underway, with the ultimate goal of using the numerical simulations to estimate losses in the volute.
The work withChunk_ Hah involvedgridgenerationand postprocessingtasksfornumericalsimulationsof turbornachinerycomponents
insupportofvariousNASA programsand industrycollaborations.These s/mulationswere performedusinga structuredNavier-Stokes
solverdevelopedby Hah and gridgenerationcodes developedby Loellbach.One suchstudyexamined theeffectsof bladesweep ina
transonicaxialcompressorand yieldedinformationon how tocontrolflowseparationeartheendwalls.In anotherstudy,some simple
modificationstoan existingcentrifugalcompressorimpellerweresimulated,revealingways toimprove theefficiencyand operatingrange
of thecompressor.Resultsof thesestudieswillbe publishedinthenearfuture.
ANDREW T. NORRIS
Rtuarch Ar_" Aerothermochemistry
1. Work Performed
1.1 Manifold Reaction Schemes.
Several significant steps were taking in the development of the Int,4usic Low-Dimemsional Manifold code. This code takes a fifll reaction
mechanism, and automatically simplifies it into a reduced mechanism.
Work performed consisted of introducing an adaptive tabulation scheme into the code, which provides an automatic way of ensua:ing a
more unifon-n accuracy to the resulting table. This is achieved by placing more grid points in regions of strongly-varying chemical reaction,
and so achieving better resolution in these regions.
A second major improvement was the extension of the tables to include super-equilibrium compositions. It is observed that mixing can
produce chemical compositions that lie "above" the fully-burnt state, and so the ILDM code was re-wzitten to include these regions. This
involved utilization of Simplex schemes to establish the limits of composition space, and alteration to the storage methods.
Dumag this time, the ILDM scheme was used in the NCC code for several different cases. Timing results for the code show significant
benefits to the performance ofNCC compaxed to using 12 species finite rate methods.
RESEARCH IN PKOGRESS
No. CPUs Seconds per hcra6on Improvement Efficiency
12 spcdcs II.DM
1 789.2 147.2 5.4x
4 45.0 81.8%
8 21.9 84.00/o
16 52.2 10.8 4.8x 85.2%
20 9.2 80.0o/o
24 7.7 - 79.7%
28 7.4 - 71.0°/0
32 28.5 6.6 4.3x 70.8%
Implementation of K,DM m the NCC code and a comparison of the _s_ obtained by a 12 step mechanism were reported for the case
of a piloted methane flame at the 1998 Joint Propulsion Conference.
1.2 Neural Network Reaction Storage.
No work was perfomaed on the Neural Network storage of ILDM mechanisms. This part of the project was delayed a year to allow
Abtech to port thek program to the Unix environment This work is expected to continue in 1999.
1.3 PDFinNCC.
Late in 1998, Allison Gas Turbines provided us with a Scalar PDF solver. Currently this solver does not work in a multi-processor
environment, and this is to be attempted in 1999.
1.4 Thermodynamic Approach to Reduced Chemical Kinetics.
Last year, some numezical tools for the investigation of reaction kinetics were developed. Some furtherwork on these was perfomaed
during the year. Areas investigated included use of rninimization techniques to find reaction paths, decomposition of composition space
into orthogonal basis vectors and comparison with existing kinetic rate expressions. However no significant breakthroughs can yet be
reported.
2. Continuing Work
During the next yeac, the following projects are proposed:
1. Extending I/A)M method to allow for variable inlet properties.
2. Validation of the new IIADM scheme in the NCC code.
3. Validation of the scalar PDF module in the NCC code.
4. Testing and development of Neural Network approach to storing reduced mechanisms.
5. Furthez work on the tbem_dynamic approach to simplification of chemical kinetic expressions.
t0
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KRISH RADHAKRISHNAN
Pw;,archAI,_"l_ro_.dNm._rir,forPwa_i._Fbw A/_tion
The reseaxch work for the period 1/I/98 - 12/31/98 focused on providing _mly_.._/and expedmenud support to the High Speed
Research, Fast Quiet Engine, Smaxt Green Engine, Fire Safety, and Rocket Based Combined Cycle _'Trailblazer'J programs at the NASA
Lewis Research Center. The progress made in these different efforts is described below.
For the High Speed Reseaxch, Fast Quiet Engine, and Smart Green Engine Programs, several improvements were made to the NASA
Lewis kinetics and sensitivity analysis code, LSENS. The ability to handle several new rate coefficient expressions that are being
increasingly used were included. (The previous version of LSENS could treat only the so-called modified Ax_henius expressions.) The
debugging of this coding is currently being done. The automatic calculation of sensitivity coefficients (re., partial derivatives) of the heat
release ra_ withrespect to inifal condition values and rotecoefficient parameters for both static and inviscid, one-dimensional chemically
reacting flow problems was incozl_orated. These sensitivity coefficimts axe required for performing linear stability analysis of combustion-
acoustic interactions using detailed reaction mechanisms. This new option can be utilized for the Fast Quiet Engine Program to examine
the effects of perturbations in the fuel-air ratio due to fluctuations in the fuel system and/or the air line. Effects of fluctuation in fuel-flow
ratedue to fluctuations in the fuel line can now be separated from those caused by fluctuations in the ak smmax Recently, several methods
have been proposed to automatically reduce a given mechanism, _oducing a simplified mechamsr_ One such method, invulving the raking
of a mechanism to discard species and reactions considered unimportant according to criteria provided by the user, was incorporated into
LSENS. These criterh include for example the contribution of a reaction to the heat release rate and the rate of production of a species
of interest, such as a po//utan_
Also for the High Speed Engine Reseaxch Program, combustion-acoustics inte.ractinn dam were collected in CE5 for a va_ety of combustor
chambers and fuel injectors and for various flow conditions. These results axe helpful in identifying operating conditions that result in
excessive combustion noise or even in resonance, which can damage the combustoz. Such studies also enable one to assess the acoustics
of given combustor/fuel injector combination and make comparisons among various combnstor configurations.
The follo_ng papers were presented in the above areas:
Yang, Z., Breisacher,K., Oyediran, A., and Radhaktishnan, K., "Combustion Acoustic Instability Analysis of LPP Combustor, Paxt h
Acoustic Field," AIAA Paper 98-0474, 36th Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 12-15, 1998.
Nguyen, Q.V. and _ K., "Real-Time Lasex Absorption Fuel-to-Air Ratio and Fluctuating Pressure Measmemenents in a Lean
Pl_nixed Prevapofized Combustor at High Pressure and Temperature," Poster WIE15, Engines Session, 27th International Symposium
on Combustion, Boulder, CO, August 2-7, 1998.
Also for the Smart Green Eng_ P_ram, the collaboration with Pro£ Thomas Hagstrom of the University of New Mexico on dev_oping
a new flame code that uses very high-order accurate methods was continued. A new adaptive meshing strategy based on minimization (on
the mesh) of temperature gradients was successfially implemented.. Expeximents in one space dimension showed that this new strategy
reproduces the accuracy of our older mesh generator. The advantage is that our new strategy is applicable in multiple space dimensions.
High-order time-steppingbasedon new spectnfldefeazedcorrection algorithms was also successfullyimplemented.We now havea method
that is fourth order accurate in space and time, is robustly stable for complex reaction and diffusion mechanisms, and allows the use of
greatly simplified diffusion operators in the implicit solver. We axe very hopeful that these methods will allow us to use simple dimensional
splittings in higher space dimensions while still providing axbitrary order of accuracy. We have completed a thorough testing of the
algo,tthm via computations of propagating plane flames and comparisons with results obtained with ou_ plane flame code--fourth order
convergence under refin_t was vexified. We have also estab_hed the accuracy of our code for plane steady flames by comparing the
calculated laminar flame speeds with experimental data for a variety of fuels and initial conditions.
The following papers were presented:
Hagstrom, T., R_h_Itvi_h._,K., and Zhou, 1L, "Computation of Steady and Unsteady Laminax Flames: Theory," AIAA Paper 98-3246,
34th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference & Exhibit, Cleveland, OH, July 13-15, 1998.
Hwang, S.M., Radhakfishnan, K., Nguyeth Q.V., and Rabinowitz, M.J., "Is there an SO4 Intermediate in SO2 Oxidation?" Poster W4B16,
Reaction KineticsSession, 27th International Symposium on Combustion, Boulder, CO, August 2-7, 1998.
Hagstrom, T., Radhakmhnan, K., and Zhou, R., "Efficient and Reliable Computation of Steady and Unsteady Flames," Poster W5D11,
Premixed Models and Simulations Session, 27th International Symposium on Combustion, Boulder, CO, August 2-7, 1998.
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For the fire safety program, the effort during this period consisted of literature review of fuel properties, _ty, and testing. Also,
along with Bryan Palaszewski, the needs for hboratory testing were defined and an in-house experimental program foz measuring
flammal:fffity limits and minimum ignition energy of aviation fiaels was planned. Discussions were also held with Boeing personnd in order
to define a model problem for the CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulation of aircraft fuel tanks.
For the urailblazer program, the equilibrium routines built into LSENS were z_cfitten and adapted for use with a 1-D CFD code,
developed by Dr. Shaye Yungste_ for analyzing the "independent ramjet stream" (IRS) cycle, in which the rocket and ramjet streams do
not mix. Also for the hypexsonics program the collaboration with Dr. Yuugstex on Detonation Wave Modding continued. The goals of
this work ate to continue establishing validity of our two-dimensional, time-accurate CFD code by application to standing oblique
detonation waves for which expexim_tal data are ava_ble and to improve understanding of detonation wave physics. In this study, we
investigated the flow of a hydrogen-ak mixture over two different project_ comfigorafions in an expansion tube and comparisons made
with OH PLIF data. These CFD studies complement experimental work by providing de_ infomaation about combustion initiation,
flow structure and flow establishment time, a critical parameter in pulse facilities, in which the available test time may be too short to
establish fully the reacting flowfidcL Such calculations axe also appropmte benchmaxk cases for evaluating numeral models for flow and
combustion chemistry.
The fonowing papers _ published/presented:
Yungster, S., Radhalmshn_ IC, and Rabinowitz, M.J., "Reacting Flow Establishment in Ram Accelerators: A Numexical Study," Journal
of Propnlsion and Power, VoL 14, No. 1, pp. 10-17, January-February 1998.
Yuugstex, S. and Radhalmshna_ K., "Simulation of Unsteady Hypersonk: Combustion," Poster W4C13, Energetic Materials and Supersonic
Combustion Session, 27th International Symposium on Combustion, Boulder, CO, August 2-7, 1998.
AAMIR SHABBIR
ResearchAn,," Turbuknu Modelling
The arithmetical average surface roughness height for a typical compressor blade ranges from 20 to 80 micro-inches. The Reynolds
number based on this length scale could range from a transitional to a completely rough regime, especially in the last blade rows of a
multistage turbomachine. This means that for such cases the skin friction obtained by assuming a hydraulically smooth surface will be
deficient.
The effect of surface roughness on skin friction is incorporated in a wall function approach which uses Spalding's fommla. The skin
friction calculation is an iterative process since the unknown appears on both sides of the equation in an implicit way. A guess of fi:/ction
vdodty /s required before a new value of skin friction can be calculated. The procedure is repeated until the new value of skin friction
satisfies some conw_,gence c_it_ia. This procedure can diverge in certain situations (say a bad initial guess for starting a simulation). Thus
from the CF'D point of _ an explicit procedure is preferable.
Therefore, a methodology is fomaulated for explicit calculation of skin friction through the use of an additional variable - the ratio of
the surface roughness height to the distance from the solid surface. For a g/yen gzid this infomaation is readily avaihble in a CFD code.
This methodology isincorporatedinto a multistage turbomachinery code.
SCOTT SHERER
Research.,dreg"Si_Matiom of Ekct_ag_tic PAn_mer,_
The work that Dr. Shexer peffomaed in the.Computational Sciences Branch, Air Force Resea_w.JaLaboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, during
this period falls into three main categories. These categories axe interrdated and a brief surnmary of each is given below.
CHARGE Validation: Seve_ validation cases were stud/ed using "CHARGE", the Finite-Volume Time-Domain Maxwell
equation solver developed by the branch as part of the DoD High Perfomaance Computer Modernization Office's (HPCMO)
Common High Perfomaance Computing Software Support Initiative (CHSSI). The three-fold purpose of these studies was to
validate the flux-vector splitting/Ruuge-Kutta algorithm used in the code against a wide variety of benchmaxk geometries, to
establish a centralized refemace and baseline perfomaance data for future work, and to directly compare the accuracy and
efficiency of CHARGE to predict radar cross-section (RCS) signatures against a populax and efficient frequency-domain
computer program- Several geomemes, including spheres, flat plates of various phtfomas, cubes, ogive cylinders and firmed
missiles were examined. Grid refinement studies and compamom of various topologies for some of these geometries were also
performed. This work w:fll be presented in a paper Dr. Sherer is co-authoring at the ALA_AAerospace Sciences Meeting.
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2. Further Development and Enhancement of CHARGE: Modifications were made to CHARGE to enhance its capabilities.
Foremost among these enhancements was adding to the ability to model a Ganssian pulse incident wave scattered by a body.
By using a Gausaian pulse, which contains infomaation over the frequency spectrum, RCS profiles at various frequencies can
be extracted from a single simulation with gxe.atly reduced resources expended. This capability was successfully applied to
calculate RCS profiles for multiple frequencies for a sphere, which compared vexy well with single frequency predictions as well
as theoretical data.
3. Prediction of RCS for Full BI-B Aircra_. Dr. Sherer also performed extensive gnficlgeneration work in support of the
Computational Sciences Branch's DoD HPCMO Challenge Project entitled "B-1B Radar Cross-Section Prediction". This gxid
generation involved taking the existing _ which consisted of over 700 computational blocks, and consolidating this number
down to a more manageable size. Concusrenly, various modifications to the grid itself were made to improve the overaJl quality
of the grid as well as increase the minimum allowable time step, which would result in shorter execution times. These various
modifications yielded mixed results. The final report on this project will be presented to the HPCMO.
SHYUE-HORNG SI-IIH
ResearchAria:Dmct Prediction of Su?ersonic Jet Noise
In supemonic jets, both laxge-scale coherent structures and small-scale turbulent eddies conm"oute to the radiated noise in the far field.
The existing Large Eddy Simulation code was applied to the test case of a Mach 1.4 heated round jet in a 400 ft/s unifon'n Line strearr_
Unlike the previous applications of the LES code, the large-scale coherent structuses are not the dominant noise generation mechanism
in this jet The calculation of thisjet wRl aid in determining the ability of the algorithm to capture turbulent noise generation as well as
instability wave noise generation. The simulated jet was excited with multiple frequency distuzbances at the jet plume inflow. The far field
noise was calculated by using Kkchhoffs method with the input infomaation coming from the near field _ results. The computed mean
flow profiles and noise dizectivity in the far field compared favorably with the expemnental data. Howevez, the noise spectra show that
the p,_sent calculation was unable to capture the high frequency regime of noise radiation. To resolve this issue, fuxther investigation is
underway. One approach would be to incxease the mesh resolution and another is to use an advanced, high-order accuracy, numerical
scheme for the LES code.
To reduce the computational costs for the _ method, an alternative approach has also been explored. Based on the LES technique, the
fluid motion is split into three kinds of motiom a ume-averaged motion, a large scale wavelike structure, and small-scale, random,
turbulence. Non-linear disturbance equations, which axe derived from the Navier-Stokcs equations, axe solved with the prescribed mean
flow.The largescalestructuresarccomputed directlywhiletheeffectsof small-scaleturbulencearemodeled. The fullthreedimensional
calculationshows thatthe developmentof thedistuxbanccsareingood agreementwithexperimentalobservations,whilethecomputer
CPU umc requiredis50% of thatof the fullLES simulation.Itshouldbe notedthatinthisapproachthe mean flowhas tobe specified
and thehighfrequencyresolutionissueinthefullLES approach isalsoencountered.
TSAN-HSING SHIH
RtsearchArea." Turbulenu Modelling
The cubic nonlinear turbulence model has been refined and tested for swizling flows which have critical importance in the design of aixcmft
engines.
1. The _ was _ed to be tensofially invafiant so that there is no need to define and calculate the wall distance for each point
in the computationM domain. For generated numberical grids, this will save hours of CPU time in each preprocessing.
2. The model was evaluated for other ben_k problems and separated flows.
In backward facing-step flows, the model was able to simulate the fine flow structure in the comer region. A series of
counter-rotating eddies was predicted and verified by comparison with experimental data.
In Roback-Johnson combustor flows, the centex recirculation bubble and the wall separations were accurately predicted.
The swirling velocity m the central region of the combustor was also predicted well, as verified by comparison with existing
experimental data_
The model alsoworked wellinothertraditionalbenchmmk flows:flatplateboundary layers,channd flows,mixinglayers
and jets.
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3. A general scalar equation was successfully included in a two-dimensional Nader-Stokes code. This will enable the evaluation of a
turbulent heat transfer mode], for complex flows. This will become a research project for 1999.
The re_ results were p'au't_y reported in the follo_mxg AIAA papers:
1. AI.A.A 98-2551: "A k-_ Model for WalloBounded Shear Flows."
2. AIAA 98-3983: "A Nonlinear k-s Model for Turbulent Shea_ Flows."
3. AIAA 98-3243: "Turbulence Model Developments at ICOMP."
ERLENDUR STEINTHORSSON
Rtuarcb Am_" Co& Dealoprant for Flows in Compkx C,_ortutrks such as Turbine Blade Coolant Passages
Duzmg the last year, the TRAF3D.MB code (a multi-block and multi-grid flow solver for internal flows) was modified to allow parallel
execution on _-ruemory pax,allel COn:kOul_.-'s(SMP computers). This was done through the use of COO:_:)ilerdirecdves that enable the
com1_er to pamlIdize the execution ofloope that include subroutine calls. With this approach, each CPU of the pam_el computer handles
one grid block at a time, perfomaing all the compute-intensive operations on that block. Synchronization occurs after all blocks have been
advanced one stage in the Runge-Kutta time s_ag scheme that is used in the code to advance the solution in time to steady state. Since
the SMP model was used, no special treatment was required for exchanging data between blocks that are handled by the different
p_cessoxs. The code has been tested on CRAY-O)0 and CRAY-J90 computem at NAS and has been found to work well No sigmficant
overhead due to pazallel computations is experienced since the C/LAY is operated as a time-shared system. Thus, during parts of the
program that me not executed in parallel, the idle processors are utilized by other users. The code was also ported to SGI Origin2000
systems at NAS. The Origin 2000 computez systems differ foma the CRAY systems in that memor/is distributed on the processor nodes.
Thus, it is not a t_e SIVIP computer in hm'dwa_ However, the operating system and compile._ allow the user to program the computer
as if it were an SMP. In this case it was found that for small problems, the para]Idization strategy that worked on the CRAY systems also
worked for the SGI sysmms. For larger problems, the execution fails on multiple CPUs. Even with expert analyais f_om NAS, Even with
expert analysis from NAS, this issue has thus far not been resolved and is unexplained at the present time.
Dung the last year, a detailed report was written that describes the dedgn of the TRAF3D.MB code as well as the governing equations
and discretization used in the code. The report will be published by NASA Lewis Research Centre (now J. Glenn Research Center at Lewis
Field). The TRAF3D.MB code was officially made available to the gas-turbine engine community at an IHPTET meeting in September
1998.
GERALD TRUMMER
An_" System Admimaration
Maintained and upgraded the operating system software for the AFRL/VAA workstation duster. This included installing new software,
software patches and editing and configu_g files to bring new machines into the network duster and maldng the machines secure.
Performed other sysrmn administration duties such as archiving user accounts, adding/removing users, backing up file systems, installing
new hardware, etc.
Installed, maintained and upgraded visualization plotdng packages used by the VAA division. This included new packages requiring
configuration of license servers and script files and editing existing software at users' request to add or improve features.
Made scientific visualization movie ofDts. Visbal and Gordrfiers' "Impingement of a Stx'eamwise Vortex on a Plate" to be submitted to
American Physical Society's _ of Fluicl Motiotx Made sci-vis movie of Dr. Ge-Cheng's Inlet Flow for presentation at a conference.
Made othez sci-vis movies for the VAA division for presentation at various conferences. Made multi-media web page of Dr. 1Lizzetta's
_lumerical Investigation of Synthetic Jet Flowfidds' AIAA paper, http://www.cfd.wpafb.af.mil/Pubs/vaac/fizzetta/synjet. Maintained
other web pages and the web server.
FU-LIN TSUNG
Reuarch Are_" Development of 3 D S truaund/ Uastru_d Hybrid Navier-S tokes Solver fir Turbomashiuer3
The goal for the present research is to devdqp, validate, and apply a 3-D, Navier-Stokes, unstructured-grid solver for turbomachinery
applications. For 1998, the primary development phase of the solver is complete for vector machines. The solver has been applied to an
unsteady internal flow passage to study the effects of cavity seals and the solution has been distributed to interested industrial reseaxchers.
The solver is also being used to study the perfomaance of a complex volute geometry. The flexibility of this unstructured system was
demonstrated in the volute case by its ability to rapidly return preliminary results of the complex flow field, from grid generation to solution
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withinaweek.Forthepreliminarynalysis,acoarse grid of 182,000 ceils was used, which translates to 35 MW of memozy and requires
between 15-30 C90 hours per solution, depending on the flow condition. For detailed design armly_, depending on the flow condition
and precision requirements, grid cells ranging from 300,000 to 700,000 cells will be used. A second version of the code, aimed towards
multiple peocessor machines has also been tested. Results at this time show good speed-up rot machines using up to 4 processors. Above
4 processors, the gain drops off quickly and diminishes the value of using additional processing resource.
EU TURKEL
Re;,_r_Are_"Precottdi_,6.gAl_liedtoT_.4_.eC/ Plo_Si,_la_.
We worked on the development of preconditioning matrices for compressible low speed flows. Work has been going on previously for
applications to external flows. As part of the work at ICOMP, we considered applications to internal flows and tu_bomachinery. In
pacticul_ the preconditioning vras incoq_orated in two different isteamal flow/turbomachinery codes at NASA GRC. Applications were
made that involve a three dimensional stator and stator-rotor configurations. These results demonstrated the un]ity of p_econditioning
both in trams of convergence acceleration and in tezrrs of accuracy for low speed flows. It was found that it was especially impoz-tant to
account for the inflow boundary conditions without resorting to characteristic variables.
In addition, work was done on extending the SLIP/CUSP scheme for an artificial viscosity to internal codes. This a/so required some
changes in the original external flow version of these algorithms. This was also combined with the preconditiong to yield a more accurate
treatment of boundary and sheax hyers.
A third project was the consmaction and analysis of a compact implicit extension of the MacComaack scheme and various high ordes
variants. This allowed the development of an efficient code for three dimensional acoustics with fourth and sixth order accuracy. This was
joint work with D_. Ray Hixon Crom ICOMP.
IVffCHA.EL WHITE
Research Area: Ekct_omag.eti¢; and Flaid Dynamics
Work was done on the Electromagnetics Grand Challenge Project parallel code CHARGE. Validation tests were made compaxing
computed RCS (Radar Cross Sections) of a finned missile with experimental range data and the Ogive-Cylinder with the Method of
Moments. Enhancements to the code and documentation axe in progress for improved use_ functionality as well as fixrther genera/
development of the capabilities of the code.
A 3D high-order accurate hybrid spectral/compact fiuite-difference solw_r was developed to look at swiding turbulent jet flows and vortex
dyma_ics. The problems considered were low Math number in the incompressible limit and hence quite stiff lending towards odd/even
decoupling in the solution. To stabilize the code, high o_lex fih__rs were investigated and found to be effective and robust. In the course
ofinvestigafi,_g the filters, it was deteaxuined that one of the common ways that filtering has been implemented by many researchers was
not consistent with the original PDEs aad the nature of this inconsistency was investigated. A paper on the topic is in progress I_l.
The jet code ut_ized an acoustic fomaulation of the Naviex Stokes equations in a Cylindrical coordinate system. The code used 6th ordez
compact finite-differences in the radial and axial directions _aad a spectral method in the azimuthal direction. Temporal integration was
achieved using a third order Runge-Kutta formulation. The simulation models a jet including nozzle. The code was validated using
experimental data of vortex roll-up at the nozzle. Results axe to be presented at the forth coming AIAA summer meeting in Norfolk
Virginia _l.
During this time, a short course was taken on utilizing a semi-automatic parallelization tool (CAPTools) developed by the University of
Greenwick The paxallelLzation tool is useful in rapidly conv_fing serial codes to load balanced parallel codes. As part of a cooperative
beta test agreement, found some problems in CAPTools that were fixed by the U. Greenwich reseaxchecs and gave advice on desired
functionality of program and of the user interface to the progran_ .
References
[1] White, M. D. and Kol/mann, W. "Consistency of Fihers for Stab'Kizing Numerical Solutions of PDEs", (1999) in
p_epavation.
White, M. D. and Kollmarm, W. "Hybrid High-order Compact Finite-difference/Spectral Scheme for Simulation of Round
Jet Flows", AIAA Paper 99-3258
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SI--IAY'E Y'L_GSTER
The _esezz_=h work fo_ the 1998 ye_ focused on two d_ex_t _ descried below
1) CFD Analysis of Rocket-Based Combined Cycle (RBCC) propuksion systems at low speed
The NASA Le_ Research Center is cum_nfly developing a reusable, single-stage to orbit hunch vehicle known as "Trailblazer" that is
based on a Rocket-Based Combined-Cycle (R.BCC) p_opulsion system- This vehicle will operate in four modes from lift-off to orbit 1)
ejector-ramjet, 2) ramjet, 3) seramjet, and 4) all-rocket.
An initial study of the all-rocket mode (descxibed m the 1997 ICOMP _ort) was completed du_zg the first quarter of 1998, and the
results were summarized in the following publ_tions:
C- J. Steffen, C.J., Smith, T.D., Yungster, S. and KeUer, DJ., "Rocket Based Combined-Cycle Analysis Using NPARC", AIAA paper 98-
0954, January 1998.
C.J., Smith, T.D., C. J. Steffen, Yungstex, S. and Keller, D.J., "Perfomaance of an Axisymmetfic Rocket Based Combined Cycle Engine
During Rocket Only Operation Using Linear Regression", NASA TM-1998-206632, March 1998.
C.J., Smith, T.D., C. J. Steffen, Yungst_r, S. and Keller, DJ., "Analysis of Rocket Based Combined Cycle Engine During Rocket Only
Operation", NASA TM-1998-206639/REV10ctobe_ 1998.
The subsequent research work focused on the low speed operation mode, that is the ejector-ramjet, which is described below. This mode
of operation typically covers the Mach numbe¢ range from takeoff to approximately Mach 3.
In the conwmtioual ejector-tamjet operation mode, a ft.w.J.-fichn_cket exhaust is mixed and burned with air eaptu_d by the inlet. The m_ket
provides all of the fuel needed for combustion with the entrained air. The intv.mal flowpath is designed to produce them_ choking where
mixing is complete. The laX:ducts of combustion subsequently expand through the vehicle nozzle. The main disadvantage of this concept
is the zehtively long duct z_red to achieve compk:te mixing of the air and rocket slxeams. In order to overcome this difficulty, a variation
of the convemioual ejector-ramjet seas pzoposed in which the requirement for complete mixing of the two surean_ is moved. In this new
"Independent Ramjet Stream" (IRS) cycle, the aizstrearn is furled independently using the ramjet and scmmjet mode fuel injectors. This
can be accomplished upstream, since the ak stagnation temperatuzes du_ing this mode are not high enough to cause autoignition. The
rocket will serve as a pilot for the furled airstzeam. A single zxx_,et can therefore be used without a long mixing duct, and since the zocket
is not the fiael source for the airst_am the rocket oxidizer/fi.w.l (O/F) rauo can be scheduled for best system performance. In addition,
the fiael injectors p_ovide the means to control the location of the themnal choke by adjusting the amount and penetration distance of the
fuel injected into the al_tream.
Calculations have been perfozmed to analyze both of these ejector-ramjet concepts, howev_ most of the effort has been recently directed
to_wazds the IRS cycle analysis. Two approaches have been taken; 1) development of a quasi-one dimensional CFD code for fast analysis
of the peffon'uance of the IRS cycle, and 2) application of an axisymmemc CFD code to provide a more detailed analysis of the flow and
combustion processes.
Quasi-one dimensional CFD calculations of the IRS eyrie
The objective of this work is to develop an analysis tool for the IRS cycle, investigate the effects of aisst_eam fi.ml-a/r ratio, heat zelease
dist_ution, and zx)cket flow conditions on system perfomaance over the operating fl/ght range of this mode of operation. An additional
objective is to generate perfom'lance maps for trajectory optimization.
Approach
The ramjet and rocket streams are solved simultaneously using a TV'D MacCormack time-marching scheme. A quasi-one dimensional
appmximatioo is used to modal both streams. Combustion in the ramjet stz_a.tn is modeled by a prescribed distribution of hydrogen furl
along the combustor duct. Equilibrium chemistry is used to model the combusuon process ufil/zmg the LSENS kinetics code of
Radha_shnan. The two streams are coupled using an auxiliary equation that adjusts the ctoss-sec6onal area of the streams such that the
static pressuzes are equal at all points, and the sum of the areas equal to the available duct area.
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Accomplishments
This code has been appliedforgeneratingpeafon'nanccmaps fora specifictrailblazerconfigurationcoveringthe en_m rangeof
numbeas (0-3)and _kct chamber p_ssuzes(100-1500psi).The effectsof varyingtheairst_eamfuel-ai_ratiowas inves_o_tedand the
flowpathwas adjustedfoeop6mum pexfo_ce. A sunmaas7 ofthiswork willbe p_esentedatthe3SthJointPxopulsionConfes_nce.
_tfic CFD c_!.cuhtions
Inthiswork,we axeanalyzingan axisymmctriconfigurationthatcloselymodels thetrailblazervehicleopesatingon the IRS cycleor the
conventional e_ector-mmiet mode. Most of the recent work has focused on the IILS cycle, and the discussion below concentrates on this
propulsion mode. The goal is to understand the flow and combustion physics, study the effects of akstmam furl-air ratio, mixture
distribution, geometxic conf_nzration, and rocket chamber pressure and O/F ratio on engdne perfomnance
Approach
The analysisof theIRS cycleiscardedoutusinga spe_liTedreactingflowcode developedin-house.Thiscode has been usedinthepast
toaccuratelymodel combustionphenomena inhigh-speedpropulsionapplications.ItsolvestheNavier-Stokesequationswithfirfitc-ratc
chen'dstzyand zealgaseffectsusingan implicit,totalvariationdiminishing(TV'D)algo_ith_Itincludesa genesalizedeta/ledchcn-Asrxy
capability,va_ous optionsforturbulencemodels,and steady-stateor _ accurate_g algorithms.The bydrogen-aircombustion
ismodeled witha 7-species,8-stepreactionmechanism.
A_omp_hments
Calculationshavebeen perfon'ncdtoexaminetheeffectsofalrstrcamfurl-airratio,mixturedistribution,and rocketchamber pressureon
_snc propagationand stabilityove_theoperationrang_ofthispzopnl._ionmode (f_omsee-levelstaticconditionstoMach 3 flightspeeds).
SpecificImpulse,heatreleasedistributiona d otherpexfon'nanceparametershavebeenobtainedforwa.dous_ector-mixerconfigurations.
The goalistodemonstratetherm_1choking and controlof thermalchoke locationby varyingthepropertiesof thefueledai_strean_
Thisdetailedanalysisof theIRS mode ofopexationisrequiredin orderto dctcmdne systemperformance,developsimplifiedmode.isfor
use in engine cycle codes, and support cxperinu_tal efforts. In pa_'u_, planned expesim_tal testing of RBCC configurations at NASA
Glenn Research Center willrelyon the computationalanalysisfordeterminingthe conditionsand configurationsto be run in the
cxpesimcnts,and forpost-testanalysisof thedata.
2) Detonation Wave Modeling
We are continuing work on detonation wave modeling. The goal of tiffs work, which is cattied out in collaboration with IC Radhdmshnan,
is to both continue establishing validity of the CFD code we have developed, by application to standing oblique detonation waves for which
e_tal data has been recently reported, and improve understanding of detonation wave physics. In this study, we investigated the
flow of a hydrogen-ai_ mixture over two diffexamt projectile configurations in an expansion tube. The computed solutions wRI be compared
with _tal OHPLIF data. These computational studies complement exper/mental work by providing detailed information about
combustion initiation, flow structure and flow establishment mime, a critical parameter in pulse facilities, in which the available test time
may be too short to establish fully the Ix_cting flowfadd. Such calculations are also appropriate benchmark cases for evaluating numerical
models for flow and combustion chemistry. Results of this work were reported in two papers:
Yungster, S., RadhakeLshna_ IC, and Rabinowitz, M.J., "Reacting How EstabLishment in Ram Accelerators: A Numerical Study," Journal
of Propulsion and Power, Vol. 14, No. 1,.pp. I0-17, January-February 1998.
Yungstes,S.and Radhakeishnan,IC,"SimulationofUnsteadyHypersonicCombustion,"PosterW4C13, Enc.t,gcticM_mbals and Supersonic
Combustion Session,27thInternationalSymposium on Combustion,Boulder,CO, August 2-7,1998.
Additional results will be presented at the 35th Joint Propulsion Conference.
GEoCHENG ZHA
ResearchAn,," 3D Navier-Stok.es Time Accurate Solutions Using MultisA_'titiouing Paralkl Computation Methodology
A paralld CFD code solving 3D time accurate Navier-Stokes equations with mu/tipartioning para//d Methodology is being developed in
collaboration with Ohio State University within the Air Vehicle Directorate, at Wright Patterson Air Force Base. The advantage of the
multipax_nmg pa.,_d method is that the domain decompostion wStl not introduce domain boundaries for the implicit operators. A ring
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stmcua_ datacommunication isemployed so thattheimplicitimeaccuratemethod can be implemented formulti-ptucesso_swiththe
same accuracyasforthesingleprocessor.No sub-iterationisneeded atthedomain boundaries.
The code hasbeen validatedfozsome typicalunst_dy flows,which includeCou_ Flow, flow passhxg _ cylinder. The code now is being
employed foralargescaletimeaccuratewalljettransientflowcomputation.The preliminaryz'cs_ts are pzomising.The mesh has been
refinedtocapturemore detailsof theflowfield.Thc mesh refinesmntcomputationisinIxogressand would be difficulttosuccessfully
implement without the parallelcomputation techniquesused. A modified versionof the code with more efficientinversionof thc
diagonalizedblockmatrixiscun_dy beingtested.
MEI ZHUANG
RtsearrhAn,,"
Acoustic pzoblems ariseinmany engineeaingapplicationsuchas jetnoise,theductacoustic,etc.As we can see,theseacroacoustic
problems arctimedependent,thenoisefrequencyisgenerallyveryhigh,and thenoise_ isfairlywide. These requirethatthe
numericalschemes be almostfreeof dissipationa d dispersioninordertoensurethatwaves travelwithan accuratespeed,phase,and
amplitude.
Severalbenchmar.kacroacousticsproblems are studiedusinga new high-resolutiona d mul6_sio_l numcsicalmethod devclol_d
at NASA Lewis It_'l. The potential applications of such a scheme in practical engineeaing problems will be investigated.
Rc_etcnccs
I. S.C. Chang, 'q"he Method of Space-Time ConservationElement and SolutionElement Method - A New Approach for Solving
the Navier-Stokes and Euler Equations,"./. C_#p#t. Plffs., 119, 1995, pp. 295-324.
2. S.C. Chang, X. Y. Wang, and C. Y. Chow, "The Space-Time ConservationElement and SolutionElement Method -A new
High-Resolution and Genuinely Multidimensional Parad_ for Solving Conservation Laws - I. The Two-Dimansional Tknc
Marchhxg Schemes," submitted for publication in J. Comput. Phys., 1998.
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Keith, Theo G., Baiog, Kaxen, and Povinelli, Louis A., Editors: "Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion
(ICOMP),Twelfth Annual Report - 1997", I._OMP Repgrt 9_-1, NASA TM 208397,June, 1998, 44pages.
The Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP) is operated by the Ohio Aerospace Institute
(OAl") and funded under a cooperative agreement by the NASA Lewis Research Ceater in Cleveland, Ohio. The
purpose of ICOMP is to develop techniques to improve problem-solving capabilities in all aspects of computational
mechanics related to propulsion. This report describes the activities and accomplishments during 1997, the Institute's
twelfth year of operation.
Choo, Yung K., and Slater, John W. (NASA lewis Research Center); Henderson, Todd L. (Raytheon Systems
Company); Bidwell, Colin S., and Braun, Donald C. (NASA Lewis Research Center); Chung, Joongkee (ICOMP):
"User Manual for Beta Version of TURBO-GRD: 2A Software System for Interactive Two-Dimensional Boundary/Field
Grid Generation, Modification, and Refinement", ICOMP Report 98-2, October, 1998, 67 pages.
TURBO-GRD is a software system for interactive two-dimensional boundary/field grid generation, modification,
and refinement Its features allow users to explicitly control grid quality locally and globally. The grid control can
be achieved mteractively by using control points that the user picks and moves on the workstation monitor or by
direct stretching and refining. The techniques used in the code are the control point form of algebraic grid
generation, a damped cubic spline for edge meshing, and parametric mapping between physical and computational
domains. It also performs elliptic grid smoothing and free-foma boundary control for boundary geometry
manipulation. Internal block boundaries are constructed and shaped by using a B&ier curve. Because TURBO-
GRD is a highly interactive code, users can read in an initial solution, display its solution contour in the background
of the grid and control net, and exercise grid modification using the solution contour as a guide. This process can
be called an interactive solution-adaptive grid generation.
Hagstrom, T. (The University of New Mexico and ICOMP); and Hariharan, S. I. (The University of Akron): "A
Formulation of Asymptotic and Exact Boundary Conditions Using Local Operators", ICOMP Repgrt 98-3, NASA CR
207935, June 1998, 22 pages.
In this paper we describe a systematic approach for constructing asymptotic boundary conditions for isotropic wave-
like equations using local operators. The conditions take a recursive foma with increasing order of accuracy. In three
dimensions the recursion temainates and the resulting conditions are exact for solutions which are described by finite
combinations of angular spherical hamaonics. First, we develop the expansion for the two-dimensional wave
equation and construct a sequence of easily implementable boundary conditions. We show that m three dimensions
and analogous conditions are again easily implementable ha addition to being exact. Also, we provide extensions
of these ideas to hyperbolic systems. Namely, Maxwell's equations for TM waves are used to demonstrate the
construction. Finally, we provide numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of these conditions for a
model problem governed by the wave equation.
Ameri, A.A. (AYT Corporation); Steinthorsson, E. (ICOMP); and Rigby, David L. (NYMA, Inc.): "Effects of Tip
Clearance and Casing Recess on Heat Transfer and Stage Efficiency ha Axial Turbines", ICOMP Report 98-4, NASA CR
208514, August, 1998, 18 pages.
Calculations were performed to assess the effect of the tip leakage flow on the rate of heat transfer to blade, blade
tip and casing. The effect on exit angle and efficiency was also examined. Passage geometries with and without
casing recess were considered. The geometry and the flow conditions of the GE-E 3 first stage turbine, which
represents a modem gas turbine blade were used for analysis. Clearance heights of 0%, 1%, 1.5% and 3% of the
passage height were considered. For the two largest clearance heights considered, different recess depths were
studied. There was an increase ha the themaal load on all the heat transfer surfaces considered due to enlargement
of the clearance gap. Introduction of recessed casing resulted ha a drop ha the rate of heat transfer on the pressure
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side but the picture on the suction side was found to be more complex for the smaller tip deaxance height
considered. For the laxger tip clearance height the effect of casing recess xwasan orderly reduction in the suction
side heat transfer as the casing recess height was increased. There was a marked reduction of heat load and peak
values on the blade tip upon introduction of casing recess, however only a small reduction was observed on the
casing itself. It was teconfinned that there is a llneax rdationship between the efficiency and the tip gap height. It
was also observed that the recess casing has a small effect on the efficiency but can have a moderating effect on the
flow undcmuming at smaller tip clearances.
Hixon_ It (ICOMP): "Nonlmeax Compamon of High-Order and Optimized Finite-Di_erence Schemes",
98-5. NASA CR 208670, October, 1998, 23 pages.
The effect of reducing the fomaal order of accuracy of a finite-difference scheme in order to opfimi_e its high-
frequency perfomaance is investigated using the 1-13 nonlinear unsteady inviscid Burgex's equation. It is found that
the benefits of opfi_iT.ation do caxry ov_ into aonlin_a.t applications. Both explicit and compact schemes axe
compaxed to Tam and Webb's explicit 7-point Dispers/on Relation Preserving scheme as well as a Spectral-like
compact scheme derived following Le.le's work. Results axe given fox the absolute and L2 e_rors as a function of
time.
Hixon, IL, $hlh, S.-H. (ICOMP); Mankbadi, IL R. (ICOMP and Cairo University): "Evaluation of Boundaxy
Conditions for the Gust-Cascade Problem", ICq)MP Report 98-6, NASA CR 208671, November, 1998, 34 pages.
Using a high-order accuracy finite-difference time-domain algorithm, the acoustic scattering from a flat-phte cascade
is computed Keeping the grid and time step fixed, the effect of four different boundary conditions on the accuracy
and stability of the computed solution is compaxed.
Hixon, R. (ICOMP); Tutkel, E. (ICOMP and Tel Aviv University): "High-Accuracy Compact MacCotmack-Type
Schemes for Computational Aeroacoustics", ICOMP Report 98-7, NASA CR 208672, October, 1998, 37 pages.
Using MacComaack-type methods, a new class of highly accurate compact MacComaack-type schemes is derived
which does not zequ/re a ttidiagonal matrix reversion to obtain the spatial derivatives. Two examples are shown,
and results of these schemes for three lmeax and nonlineax CAA Benchmark Problems axe presented.
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9:00 a.m. AIAA-98-3240
No_uear Corttpamo# of High-Order aud Optimized Numhemal Schemes
R. Hixon, Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP), Cleveland, OH
The effect of reducing the formal order of accuracy of a finite-difference scheme in order to optimize its high-
frequency pe_oma_ce is investigat_l using the 1-D nonlinear unsteady inviscid Burg_' equation. It is found that
the bemefits of optimization do carryover into nonlinear applications. Both explicit and compact schemes arc
compared to Tam and Webb's explicit 7-point Dispersion Relation Preserving scheme as well as a Spectral-Like
compact scheme derived following Lclc's work. Results are given for the absolute and L2 errors as a function of time.
9:30 a.m. AIAA-98-3241
Time Domain Solution of the Ai_oil Gust Probkm Using High Order Compact Scheme
IL Hixon and S.-H. Shih, Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP), Cleveland, OH; 1L
Mankbadi, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt; J. Scott, NASA Lewis, Cleveland, OH
A finite difference time domain solution of the akfoil gust problem is obtained using a sixth-order compact scheme
to compute the spatial differences. For computational efficiency, the equations are cast in chain-rule curvilinea_ foma,
and a multiblock structured solver is used. Preliminary results are shown for symmetric and cambered Joukowski
airfoils. These results are compared to solutions obtained by the GUST3D frequency-domain solver.
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
AIAA-98-3242
Effect ofAi_oil Ice Shape Smoothing on the Aerodynamic Performances
J. Chung, Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP), Cleveland, OH; A. Reehorst, Y. Choo,
and M. Potapczuk, NASA Lewis, Cleveland, OH
Complicated and irregular ice shapes accreted on an airfoil of turbo-prop aircraft were modelled with various levels
of smoothness to study its effect on aerodynamic properies Curves with three different smoothing levels were
constructedby assigningthreedifferent percentagesof cont_l points (CPs) for selectedfour representative iceshapes
obtained by experiment in Icing Resemch Tunnel at NASA Lewis. Numerical result showed that as the modelled
surface gets smoother by the use of smaller number of CPs, all the ice shapes indicated a trend which can be
characterized as increase in lift and decrease in drag. The level of smoothing obtained by using 50% of CPs was
found to be acceptable in most cases, returning very close results compared to that of 100% CP level. Among the
ice shapes examined, a prominent redged-ice formation was found to cause the laxgest aerodynamic penalty.
AIAA-98-3243
Tur_knce Mode/Development for Propulrion System at ICOMP
T.-H. Shih, Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP), Cleveland, OH
Some recent model developments at ICOMP, NASA Lewis Research Center are briefly described. The discussion
covers a wide range of models from Reynolds-stress algebraic equation models to Reynolds-stress transport equation
modds. Some validations and applications perfomaed by ICOMP researchers me presented for each models desc.dbed
in this paper.
AL&A-98-3244
Modding of Shock IVave/ Turbuknt Bounda_-Layer Interaction
W. Liou, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI, T.-H. Shih, Institaute for Computational Mechanics in
Propulsion, Cleveland, OH
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11:30a.m. AIAA-98-3983
.2tNo,-L_ar k-e.M_ lf_ T.ttrkg_ S &ar Fl_s
T.-H. Sh_, hstimte foz Computa6onal Mechanics in PmpuL_on (ICOI_G_, Cleve.hnd, OH; IC-H. Chert, The
University of Toledo and NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland OH; N.-S. Liu, NASA Lewis Res-'azch
Center, Oevdand, OH
The modal introduced in tiffs paper is an eammsion of the linear k-e eddy viscosity model (Shih et al, 1995) to a cubic
stress-strain relation (Shih et al, 1997) and can be applied down to the solid _ The model is shown to perform
very well for many benchmaxk sheax flows including wall-bounded flows (e.g., flat phte boundary hyers, channel
flows). It is also shown that the effect of swiding on turbulent flows can be effectiv_ modeled by the present model.
Another feature of this model is that the model does not contain _ distance or any _ related paxaz_ters, so that
the modal is tensofial invafiant and also Gall/can invaziant. This feature of the model is very useful to various
engineering applications for flows with complex geometries and to CFD codes with unsmactured grids.
12:00 p.m. AIAA-98-3246
Co,ration of Suadj and Unsuad,d _ Plane Fk_ts: Theory
g. Raclhakrishanan, Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOIviP), Cleveland, OH; T.
Hagstrom, University of New Mex/co, Albuquerque, NM
In this paper we desc.ztbe the numbetical analysis undedying our efforts to develop an accurate and rdiable code for
simulating flame propagation using complex physical and chemical models. We discuss our spatial and temporal
discretization schemes, which in our cummt implementations range in order from two to six. In space we use
stagger_ meshes to defiue discrete diveagence and gradient operators, allowing us to approximate complex diffias/on
operators while maintaining dlipticity. Outr tempomldisctefizat/on is based on the use of preconditioning to produce
a highly efficient lineaxty implicit method with good stability properties. High order for time accurate simulations is
obtained through the use of extrapohtion or deferred comction procedures. We also discuss our techniques for
computing stationary flames. The primary issue here is the automatic generation of initial approximations for the
application of Newton's method. We use a novel time-stepping procedure, which allows the dynamic updating of
the flame speed and forces the flame front towards a specified location. Numerical expedtmnts axe presented,
primarily for the stationary flame problem. These illustrate the reliability of our techniques, and the dependence of
the results on various code parameters.
12:30 p.m. AIAA-98-3247
Ti_e _ 3D Navkr-Std_s Anal2#is of a Sxbsonic Axial Tm4int Sta_
H. Benetschilg AEA Technology, Otterfing, Germany; T.-W. Volmax, B. BroulUet, and H.-E. Gallus, Institute fur
Strahlanttiebe mad Turboaxbeitsmaschinen, Aachen, Germany
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